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Introduction 
In this paper we consider the problem of Cohen-Macaulay module type for orders or 
for Cohen-Macaulay algebras A which occur as local rings of reduced curve singu-
larities. lt is more or less known that with respect to the classification of (maximal) 
Cohen-Macaulay modules (or lattices) all orders A over a discrete valuation ring 0 
split into three types: 
- finite, when A has only a finite number of indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay 
modules; 
- tarne, when the indecomposable modules of any fixed rank forma finite number 
of 1-parameter families, together with, maybe, a finite set of "isolated" rnodules; 
- wild, which can be defined in two ways: either as those algebras having n-
parameter families of indecomposable modules of a fixed rank for arbitrary big 
n, or as those for which the classification of modules includes the classification 
of representations of all algebras. 
In the geometrical case, when 0 = K[[t]] with algebraically closed field /(, it was 
proved by the authors [DG] that any order of infinite type is either tarne or wild ( and, 
as a consequence, that both definitions of wildness coincide). Of course, .one would 
like to have an effective criterion to check whether a given order is of finite, tarne or 
wild type. In the commutative case, criteria of finiteness were given by Jacobinski 
[Ja] and Drozd-Roiter [DR]. Later on this was generalized to local orders by Drozd-
Kirichenko [DK]. 
In the geometrical case the finiteness turned out to be closely connected with the 
behaviour under deformations. Namely, as Greuel and Knörrer observed [GK], the 
complete local ring of some point of a reduced algebraic curve { we call such rings 
curve singularities) is of finite type if and only if it dominates sorne of the so-called 
~imple plane curve singularities An, Dn, E6 , E7 , E8 (cf. [AVG) for their definition and 
characteristic properties). 
A conjecture arose that the singularities of tarne type should coincide with those 
dominating a (strictly) unimodal plane curve singularity (cf. [AVG) and [Wa) for 
the definition). Moreover, for the "parabolic" singularities T44 and T36 the tarneness 
has just been proved in connection with integral representations of finite groups by 
Yakovlev [Ya), Dieterich [Di l], [Di 2]. Moreover, Schappert [Sc] showed that all plane 
curve singularities which are not unimodal have 2-parameter families of ideals, so are 
wild in view of the cited result of [DG]. Nevertheless, finally this conjecture turned 
out to be wrong (by the way, it seems that the wildness of W12 was more or less 
known, although no proof of it was ever published). 
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lndeed, it happens that the "serial" singularities T.,,q play quite another role than 
the "exceptional" unimodal ones. Namely, in this paper we prove the following crite-
rion of tameness. 
Theorem 1 Let A be a curve singularity of infinite Cohen- Macaulay type. Then it 
is of tame type if and only if it dominates one of the singularities Tpq· 
Recall that Tpq is the local ring at zero of the plane curve given by the equation 
XP+ -\X2 Y 2 + yq (A-=/= 0, 1). Actually, except for (p,q) = (3,6) or (4,4), the pa-
rameter ,\ can be omitted a.s all its values (including ,\ = 1) lead to isomorphic rings, 
whilst for (p,q) = (3,6) or (4,4) both ,\ and the restriction >.-=/= 0, 1 are indispensable. 
We really use some geometry, namely, deformations, to prove the tameness of T.,,q. 
lt turns out to be much easier to show that some other series of uni-modal (though 
non-plane) singularities Ppq (cf. [Wa]) are tarne. Since each T.,,q (for (pq) -=/= (44) or 
(36)) is a deformation of P.,,q, we are able to use a result of Knörrer [Kn] to obtain 
the tameness of Tpq and hence the sufficiencey of the condition of theorem 1. 
To prove its necessity we introduce in §6 some other conditions in terms of over-
rings of A resembling those used in [DR] to formulate a finiteness criterion. Rather 
standard, although sometimes cumbersome, matrix calculations show that whenever 
these conditions are not saitsified, A is of wild type. Finally, we check that these 
overring conditions imply that A dominates one of the singularities Tpq· That accom-
plishes the proof. The overring conditions are very useful for checking tameness of 
singularities which are not in normal form . We formulate them in theorem 3 in §6. 
At the same time we deal also with a more finer subdivision of tarne type depend-
ing on the least possible number of irreducible 1-parameter families needed to obtain 
all indecomposable modules of given rank, except a finite set of them. A is said to be 
of finite growth, provided that this number is bounded by a constant (independent 
of the rank) and of infinite growth otherwise. In this context the main role is played 
by the parabolic singularities. 
Theorem 2 Let A be a curve singularity of tame Cohen- Macaulay module type. 
Then A is of finite growth if and only if it dominates one of the singularities T44 or 
T36· 
Remark Let A be a singularity Tpq with (p,q) = (4,4) or (p,q) = (3,6) and 
A' = Endm its unique minimal overring, m the maximal ideal of A . Then A and A' 
are known to be non-domestic. Recall that a singularity A of tarne C MT is called 
domestic if there exists a finite set F 1 , ... ,Fm of strict 1-parameter families (i.e. 
without trivial subfamilies) such that for any rank vector !. almost all indecompos-
able Cohen-Macaulay A-modules of rank !. can be induced from {F1 , ... , Fm}, i.e. 
are isomorphic to Fi( L) for appropriate i and L (cf. section 1 for notations ). On the 
other hand, one can see that any proper overring of T~6 is domestic and all proper 
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overrings of T~4 were proved to be domestic in. [Di 2). So, we obtain the following 
Corollary A singularity /\ of tarne C MT is domestic if and only if it properly dom-
inates one of the singularities T~6 or T~4 . 
Of course, just as for finite type, these results are of somewhat "zoological" nature 
as we see no a priori reason why these quite different classes of singularities should 
coincide. lt is a really exciting problem to find such a reason and a proof of this fact, 
which does not go through the classification . 
On the other hand, the proof of the tameness of Tpq is the only place where 
geometry is really used. That is why we hope that our criteria remain valid in the 
non-geometrical case too. But the Jack of techniques compel us to restrict to curve 
singularities. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, we suppose through the whole paper 
that char /( =f 2 ( e.g. even the definition of Tpq has to be changed in characteristic 
2). 
We should like to thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for stipporting our 
collaboration. 
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1 Preliminaries 
Throughout the whole paper we identify a curve singularity with its complete local 
ring A, which we assume to be reduced. We suppose the ground field ]{ to be alge-
braically closed and of characteristic not equal to 2. Then a I<-algebra A is said to 
be a curve singularity if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
( c1) A is complete, local and noethetian; 
( c2) A/m = /( where m denotes the unique maximal ideal of A; 
( c3) dim A = 1 where dim denotes the Krulldimension; 
(c4) A contains no nilpotent elements. 
Let F be the ring of fractions of A (with respect to all non-zero divisors). Then 
F = f1:= 1 Fi is a direct product of fields where s is the number of branches of the 
singularity. The normalization Ä of A in F is finitely generated as A-module and 
decomposes into a direct product of discrete valuation rings: Ä = Il1 ::;;::;„ A;. Here 
Ai is the normalization of the projection of A onto F;. As I< is algebraically closed, 
Ai ~ K[[t;Jl where t; is a uniformizing element of the i-th branch . 
Let C M{A) denote the category of (maximal) Cohen- Macaulay A-modules (or A-
lattices) which coincides in our case with the category of finitely generated torsion-free 
A-modules. lf ME C M(A) , the natural mapping M -+ M = M 0 A Fis an injection 
and we shall always identify M with its image in M. Thus, if some singularity r 
is an overring of A (we also say that r do~inates A) , which means A C r C Ä, 
then the Cohen-Macaulay f-module Mf C M is defined. One can easily check that 
Mr~ M 0 A r /T where T is the torsion part of M 0 A r. As M is a finitely generated 
F-module, M ~ €JJi= 1r;Fi for some integers r;. Call the vector r..(M) = {r1 , ... ,r„) 
the rank vector of M and !et C Mr ( A) denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
Cohen-Macaulay A-modules having fixed rank vector r_. 
Recall some definitions concerning the Cohen-Macaulay module type ( C MT) 
of.a curve singularity A and families of A-modules. Let B be any K-algebra. Denote 
by CM{A, B) the category of B-A-bimodules F satisfying the following ("family-") 
conditions: 
{Fl) F is finitely generated as bimodule; 
(F2) FA is torsion-free; 
{F3) BF is flat; 
(F4) for any B-module L , which is finite dimensional over ]{, the A-module 
F(L) = L ®B F belongs to CM(A). 
In this case call F a family of { Cohen-Macaulay) A-modules with base 
B. Of course, the condition {F4) has to be checked only for simple B-modules 
L. For instance, if B is an affine algebra {i.e. of finite type over K and commu-
tative ), then we only require F(x) := F(B/mx) E CM(A) for any closed point 
x E Spec B. lf B is affine, dim B = n and if for any closed point x E Spec B the set 
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{y E Spec BIF(y) := F(x)} is finite, call Fan n-parameter family of A-modules. 
Fis called irreducible if Spec B is irreducible. 
Call a family FE CM(/\, B) strict provided for all B-modules Land L' of finite 
I<-dimension the following holds: F( L) 'f. F( L') whenever L 'f. L' and F( L) is inde-
composable if L is. 
/\. is said to be of: 
- finite CMT if there are only finitely many indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay 
A-modules ( up to isomorphism); 
- tarne CMT if it is not of finite C MT but for any fixed rank vector r. there exists 
a finite set { F 1 , .•• , Fm} of 1-parameter families of A-mod ules such that almost 
all (i.e. all but a finite number) indecomposable ME CMr(A) are isomorphic 
to Fi(x) for suitable i and x; 
- wild CMT if for any finitely generated K-algebra B (not necessary commuta-
tive) there exists a strict family :FE CM(A, B). 
lt is well-known (cf. [DR]) that if /\. is not of finite GMT, then it possesses 1-
parameter families of indecomposable modules for arbitrarily big rank. lndeed, such 
/\. possesses a strict family with base K[t]. 
lt was proved in [DG] that any curve singularity /\. of infinite C MT is either of 
tarne or of wild C MT. Of course, in the last case /\. possesses n-parameter families of 
indecomposable modules for arbitrary n ( thus /\. cannot be both of wild and of tarne 
C MT). Moreover, it is well-known (cf. [GP]) that to prove the wildness one has only 
to construct a strict family with base K(x,y) (free algebra with two generators) or 
K[x, y] or even I<[[x, y]]. 
Suppose /\.tobe of tarne C MT. Denote by f(/\, r) the least number of irreducible 
l-parameter families necessary to obtain almost all indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay 
A-modules of rank vector !:.· Call A of: 
- finite growth if there exist~ a constant c ( depending of A but not on r) such 
that J(A, r) ::::; c; 
- infinite growth provided f(/\, r) is unbounded when r. increases. 
lt is also known (cf. [Dr 1], [DG]) that if Ais tarne, then the 1-parameter families 
:Fi used in the definition of tameness can always be chosen with base B = K[t]. 
Moreover, we can take the :Fi even strict with some rational bases Bi, i.e. those of 
the form Bi= I<[t,gi(t)- 1] for suitable polynomials 9i(t). 
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2 Subspace Categories 
To classify the Cohen-Macaulay modules it is convenient to use the so-called subspace 
categories {cf. [Ri]). Let C be a vector space category, i.e. a subcategory (usually not 
full) of the category Vect of finite dimensional vector spaces over I<. We shall always 
suppose that C is fully additive (Dr l] which means here that any two objects of C 
possess a direct sum in C and the endomorphism algebra C{X, X) is local for any 
indecomposable object X. In particular, for any finite dimensional K-vector space 
L and any X E obC we may consider L 0 X as an object of C, identifying it with 
(dimL)X. 
Define the subspace category Sub C. lts objects are the pairs (X, V) with 
X E obC and V a subspace of X. A morphism (X, V) -+ (Y, W) is, by definition, 
a morphism c.p E C(X, Y) such that c.p(V) C W. For our purpose we need also the 
case when C is a category of A-modules, i.e. all its objects are modules over some 
K-algebra A and its morphisms are A-homomorphisms (again not necessarily a full 
subcategory ). Then we consider the full subcategory SubAC consisting of all pairs 
(X, V) such that VA= X. Call it the generating subspace category. 
Let B be a K-algebra. Define a family of subspaces with base B as a pair 
F = (X, W) where X E obC and W is a finitely generated B-submodule in B 0 X 
such that the B-module B 0 X /W is ftat over B ( and hence projective as it is finitely 
generated, cf. [AC]) . Of course, then W itself is ftat (and projective) . Note that if B 
is noetherian (e.g. affine), any submodule WC B 0 X is finitely generated. For any 
finite dimensional (over K) B-module L the tensor product L @ 8 W is a subspace in 
L ® B (B @X) ~ L@X. Hence, the object F(L) = (L @X, L ® B W) of SubC is well-· 
defined. If C is a category of A-modules we can impose the condition W A = B 0 X 
and speak about families of generating subspaces. Now we are able to define the 
subspace type (or generating subspace type) for vector space categories just as 
we have clone for the Cohen-Macaulay module type in section 1. 
· The following simple observation turns out to be of great use for the calculation 
of Cohen-Macaulay modules. Suppose r to be an overring of A such that fm = m, m 
the maximal ideal of A. Put A = r /m and consider the A-module category C = CI 
whose objects are of the form N /Nm where N E C M(f) and morphisms are just 
the mappings N/Nm-+ N'/N'm induced by f-homomorphisms N-+ N'. Define the 
functor c.p : CM(A) -+ SubAC by putting c.p(M) = (Mf /Mm, M/Mm) (note that 
Mrm =Mm). 
Proposition 2.1 The functor c.p is Juli, dense, refiects isomorphisms and preserves 
indecomposability (i.e. c.p(M) ~ c.p(M') implies M ~ M' and if M is indecomposable, 
then so is cp(M), too}. · 
The proof is an evident consequence of the definitions. 
Corollary 2.2 For any r as above, the Cohen-Macaulay module type of A coincides 
with the generating subspace type of C{ . 
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For the proof cf. [DG], where it is given in a slightly different but quite analogous 
situation. 
Usually one takes f = Endm = {J E FJm1 C m} . At least, we shall use this 
choice in the following considerations. 
We need also the next result proved in [Ba]. 
Proposition 2.3 Suppose /\ to be Gorenstein and /\' = Endm. Then /\' is the unique 
minimal overring of /\ and any indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay /\-module is either 
a /\'-module or isomorphic to /\ . Hence , the Cohen-Macaulay types of /\ and /\' 
coincide. 
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3 The Singularities P pq 
Let us apply the method of the last section to concrete calculations. Namely, consider 
the singularity Pp,q which is, by definition [Wa], the ring A = I<[[x, y, z]]/(xy, xP + 
yq + z2) with p, q ~ 2 and (p, q) =/:- (2, 2). lts normalization Ä and its location inside 
Ä depend on the parity of p and q. Namely: 
- if p and q are both odd, then Ä = I<[[t]] 2 and A is the subalgebra of Ä generated 
by the elements (t2,0), (O,t2), (tP , tq); 
- if p is odd and q is even, then Ä = I<[[t]]3 and A is the subalgebra generated by 
(t, t , 0), (0, 0, t 2 ), (tq/ 2 , 0, tP); 
if both p and q are even, then Ä 
(t,t,0,0), (0,0,t,t), (tP/ 2 ,0,tq/2 , 0). 
K[[t]]4 and A 1s generated by 
As A is a complete intersection and hence a Gorenstein ring, we can use proposi-
tion 2.3 and replace A by its unique minimal overring A'. In all three cases described 
above A' is generated by four generators: the first two generators of A and two com-
. ponents of the third one (e.g. (t2, 0), (0 , t2), (tP, 0), (0, tq) in the first case). 
From now on A will denote the minimal overring of some singularity Pp,q and m its 
maximal ideal. As the calculations are quite similar in all three cases, we shall only 
do them for the first one. To use proposition 2.1, put r = Endm, A = r /m. Then 
r = r. XK r2 where r. = I<[[t2,tP-2]] and r2 = I<[[t2,tq-2]]. lf N is a r-module, 
then N = N1 EB N2 with N; a f;-module. But f; is a singularity of type An, thus 
the f;-modules are well-known. Namely, the indecomposable ones are isomorphic 
to f;k(k = l, ... ,(p-1)/2 for i = 1andk=1, ... ,(q-1)/2 for i = 2) where 
f;k = K[[t2, t 2k-l]] is considered as an overring of f;. Hence, 
i,k i ,k 
where X;k = f;k/f;km. Obviously, X;k is the 2-dimensional space with basis {x;k, Yik} 
where Xik = 1 + Ckm and Yik = t2k-l + r;km. By the way, if m; denotes the maximal 
ideal of f;, then Ckmi = f;km whenever f;k =/:- f;, i.e. k =/:- (p - 1)/2 for i = 1 resp. 
k =/:- ( q-1) /2 for i = 2. So, in these cases { x;k, y;k} is the minimal system of generator 
of xik as of A-module. Of course, if rik = f;, then just Xik generates xik· 
To determine the category C = CI we also have to find C(X;k, Xi1) "'"' 
Homr(fik, fii)/ Homr(f;k, ri, m). Certainly, Homr(fik, fit) = 0 if i # j. lden-
tifying cp E Homr(fik, f;1) with the element cp(l) E C1, we can consider this space 
as a subspace of f;1, namely {1 E fill/fik C fii}. But this is either f;1 if l :S k 
or the ideal generated by (t2<1-kl, t 21 - 1 ) if k < l. lt follows that C(X;k, Xil) is a 
2-dimensional vector space with basis { a;ki, bikl} where 
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aikl(Xik) = { Xi/ if l <.5: k 0 if k < l 
aikl(Yik) = { O if l < k 
Yil if k <.5: l 
(in particular, aikk is the identity map); biki(Xik) = Yil and bikl(Yik) = 0. 
Let V be a subspace of X = EBi,knikXik with basis { v1 , ... , vn}. Take as a basis 
of X the set {xikf.m, Yikf-mlm = 1, .. . , n;k} (for all possible values of i, k). Here ~m 
denotes the standard basis vectors of Km : ~m = (0, . . . , 1, ... , O)T, 1 at the m-th 
place. Put 
ikm ikm 
Then ,V can be described by the set of matrices ~ik = ( ~fkm) and T/ik = ( 17fkm), both of 
size nik x m. Of course, if we change the basis of V, the set { ~ik, T/id is transformed 
to {~ik 0, T/ik O} for some invertible n x n matrix 0. Moreover, the subspace V is 
generating (i.e. VA = X) if and only if the rows of each of two following matrices 91 
and 92 are linearly independent, where 
9i = 
eim 
T/il 
T/i,m-1 
m={ for for i = 1 i = 2. 
Similarly, an endomorphism c.p of X can be described by a set of matrices 
{ O'ikl, ß;ki} - both of size n;1 x nik for all possible values of i, k, l - formed by 
the coefficients of the components of 'Pikl : nikXik ~ n;1Xil with respect to the bases 
{aikl, b;kt} of C(Xib Xi1) chosen above. 
Moreover, c.p is an automorphism of X if and only if all diagonal components 'Pikk 
i.e. all matrices O'ikk, are invertible. One can now easily calculate the set of matrices 
{e:k1, 1J:k1} corresponding to the subspace of c.p(V), namely: 
e:k 2: O'.j/kea, 
k<I 
1J:k 2: O'jJkT/il + 2: ß;1keil· 
l<k 1 
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Therefore, Sub C coincides with the category of "representations of two pairs of 
chains (E1 , F1 ) and (E2 , F2 ) with the relation "'"in the sense of the work [Bo]. Here 
we put: F1 = {Zi}, F2 = {Z2} (one point sets), Ei= {xim < Xi,m-I < ... < x;1 < 
Yi1 < Yi2 < ... < Yim} (m = (p - 1)/2 for i = 1 and (q - 1)/2 for i = 2) and the 
relation "' is given by Z1 ,..,., Z2 , Xik ,..,., Yik for all possible values of i and k. Hence, 
it follows frorn [Bo] that C is of tarne subspace type and as well of tarne generating 
subspace type. Moreover, using the !ist of indecornposable representations given in 
[Bo], one can see that it is of infinite growth. So we obtain by corollary 2.2. 
Proposition 3.1 All curve singularities Ppq are of tarne C MT and of infinite growth. 
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4 U sing Deformations 
Recall a result of Knörrer [Kn] on the behaviour of modules in a family of curve 
singularities. As we need only affine families ( even only with the affine line as base 
space), we prefer an algebraic formulation. Thus, a family of (affine) curves over some 
base algebra Bis a ftat, finitely generated B-algebra [, such that for any closed point 
x E Spec B the algebra C(x) = [, @ B K(x) (where K(x) is the ~esidue field of the 
point x) is a reduced affine algebra of Krull dimension 1. In particular, there is only 
a finite number of singular points y E Spec C(x ). 
Consider the completion Ay of the local ring [,( x )y and denote by par(y, r.) the 
greatest number n such that there exists an n-parameter family of Ay-modules of 
rank r_. Put par(x,r.) = L.:yESpecC(x)Par(y,r.). As almost all y E SpecC(x) are 
non-singular, this sum is well-defined. 
Proposition 4.1 (cf. {Kn}). The function par(x,r.) is upper semi-continuous on 
SpecB , i.e . for any fixed m the set {x E SpecB 1 par(x,r.) 2: m} is closed in 
SpecB. 1 
As a module of rank r:. = (r1, ••• , rs) can split into at most r 1 + ... + r3 indecom-
posable ones, Ay is of tarne GMT if and only if par(y, r:.) ::; r 1 + ... + r s where s is 
the number of branches, which is, of course, bounded for all y. On the other hand it 
follows from [DG] that, if Ay is of wild GMT, par(y, r:.) grows quadratically with r:., 
just as the number of parameters of families of non-conjugate pairs of matrices. This 
gives us the following 
Corollary 4.2 The set W(C) = { x E Spec B 1 Ay is of wild GMT for some y E 
Spec [,( x)} is the union of a countable number of closed subvarieties of Spec B. 
In particular, suppose the family [, over B has a section CT such that all singu-
larities AO'(x) except possibly AO'(O) are isomorphic. Then Ay := AO'(x),x#O is called a 
qeformation of Ao := AO'(O) · 
Corollary 4.3 IJ Ay is a deformation of /\.0 and /\.0 is of tame GMT, then Ay is also 
of tame GMT. 
Now we are able to prove the sufficiency of the condition stated in theorem 1. 
Corollary 4.4 The singularities Tp,q, and hence all their overrings, are of tame 
GMT. 
Proof: The tameness of T44 was proved in [Di 2] (cf. also [Ya]) and that of T3s in 
[Bo] and [Di l]. So we may suppose that (p,q) =/= (4,4) and (p,q) =/= (3,6). Then all 
values of the parameter ,\ in the equation of Tp,q give isomorphic rings. 
1 Knörrer proves the theorem only for the case r 1 = ... = r,, but the general case can be proved 
in the same way. • 
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Consider the algebra I:, over the polynomial ring B = K[.A] (i.e. over the affine 
line): I:, = B[x, y]/(xy - >.z, xP + yq + z2 ). We identify the points of Spec B with 
the corresponding values of >.. Evidently, the only singular point of each C(>.) is 
(0,0). Moreover, if A(.A) denotes the corresponding singularity, then A(>.) '.'.::::'. Tp,q for 
all .A # 0 whilst A(O) ~ Pp,q· Therefore, Tp,q is a deformation of Pp,q and hence is 
tarne by corollary 4.3 and proposition 3.1. 
Remark 4.5 lt is a very exciting observation that if we would have tried to cal-
culate the Tp,q-modules using the method of section 2, this would have been much 
more complicated than the calculations for Pp,q made in section 3. Indeed, as Tp,q 
is Gorenstein, we can consider instead of Tp,q itself its unique minimal overring A. 
But then, if we put r = Endm, the ring r turns out to be isomorphic to the unique 
minimal overring of Pp- 2,q_2 • So we have füst to do the whole procedure for the P's 
and only afterwards we should be able to start with the T's. 
U nfortunately, we cannot do the same for the "parabolic" cases (3,6) or ( 4,4) 
since then Tp,q really depends on the parameter .A. Thus corollary 4.2 only implies 
that Tp,q(>.) is tarne for "almost all" values of >.. Note, however, that if the conjectured 
extension of Knörrer's theorem in the sense that the function par(x,r..) is constant 
for families of plane curve singularities with constant Milnor number, the tameness 
of Tp,q{>.) for all >. would already follow from the tameness of Ppq· 
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- -5 The Singularities P 33 and Pa4 
We also need to consider two special singularities fa33 and F34 • Namely: 
- F33 is the subalgebra of K[[t]] 2 generated by the elements (t,t 2 ), (t 2 ,0) and 
(0, t5 ); 
- fa34 is the subalgebra of K[(t]]3 generated by (t,t,t), (0,0,t2 ) and (O,t3 ,0). 
They are no longer Gorenstein, hence not complete intersections. Of course, p33 
dominates T31 and F34 dominates T3s, so they are of tarne C MT by corollary 4.4. 
But we have yet to prove 
Proposition 5.1 F33 and F34 are both of infinite growth. 
Remark 5.2 One can easily see that F33 deforms to P33 and F34 deforms to P34 . lf 
we had an analogue of Knörrer's theorem for the number of families /(A, r), then 
proposition 5.1 would become a corollary of proposition 3.1. But unfortunately, al-
though we are quite sure that such analogue is true, we are not able to prove it ad 
hoc (it can be deduced, of course, from theorem 2). 
Proof: As the calculations for both cases are very similar, we shall do them only 
for /\ = F33 , which is a little bit more complicated. Again we use the procedure of 
proposition 2.1 and corollary 2.2. Put r = Endm = {1 E F 1 1m C m}. Now r 
is the subring of A = K[[t]]2 generated by (t, 0), (0, t 2 ) and (0, t 3 ). Then A = r /m 
is the 3-dimensional K-algebra with basis {l, a 1 , a 2 } where a 1 = (0, t 2 ) + m and 
a 2 = ( 0, t 3 ) + m. In particular, aia j = 0 for any i, j. Consider the overring ~ of 
r generated by (t,O) and (O,t). Then A' = ~/!:l.m is also 3-dimensional with basis 
{l', bi, b2 } where b1 = (0, t) + !:l.m and b2 = (0, t 2 ) + !:l.m. (We write l' here to distin-
guish the units of A and A'). Now b2 = b~ and b1 b2 = 0 in A'. Note also that {l', bi} 
is a minimal set of generators of A' as A-module. 
' Consider the full subcategory D of CI consisting of all direct sums of copies of A 
and A'. lt is enough to show that D is of infinite growth (with respect to families of 
generating subspaces). Then C{ is of infinite growth and hence A by corollary 2.2. 
Of course, D(A,A) = A and D(A',A') = A' as algebras. As Homr(f,~) ~~.all 
morphisms of D( A, A') are generated by multiplication of elements of r by those of 
!:l.. So there are three linear independent morphisms: 
1 1-+ l', a1 1-+ b2, 
1 1-+ bi, a1 1-+ 0, 
1 1-+ b2, a1 ....... 0, 
a2 ....... O; 
a 2 1-t O; 
a 2 1-+ 0. 
Morphisms of D( A', A) are also generated by multiplication of elements of !:l. 
by those of r, but the last should be taken from the set { / E fl'f'!:l. C !:l.} which 
coincides in this case with the maximal ideal of r. Hence, we have again three linear 
independent morphisms: 
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l' 1--4 a1i 
l' 1--4 0, 
l' 1--4 a 2 , 
bi 1--4 a2' 
b1 1--4 a2' 
b1 1--4 0, 
b2 1--4 O; 
b2 1--4 O; 
b2 1--4 0. 
Let V be a subspace of X = mA ffi m' A' with basis { Vi, .. , vn}. lt can be 
described by the set of matrices ak = (akij) and ßk = (ßkij)V, k = 0, 1, 2 where 
Vj = L:i(aoijl + Ct'.1ija1 + a2;ja2)fi + l:;(ßo;jl' + ßi;jb1 + ß2ijb2)!{ Moreover, the ~ 
subspace V is generating if and only if the rows of the matrix 
on 
are linear independent. Hence, changing the basis of V, we may suppose that 
~ ~ ~) . 
0 I 0 
Moreover, consider only the case when 
Using the morphism b1 (more precisely, the multiplication by b1 in A'), we can 
transform the whole set of matrice5 into the form: 
ao I 0 0 0 
ßo 0 I 0 0 
ßt 0 0 I 0 
0:2 0 0 0 I 
0:1 0 0 /t /o 
ß2 0 0 0 /2 
for appropriate matrices /o, /1, /2. 
One can check that the use of all other morphisms of D leads to the following 
permissible transformations of the triple {lo, /i. 12): 
-1 /0 1--4 <7/QU 1 
/1 1--4 0"/1 T-l + /01/1, 
/2 1--4 T/20"-l + 1/2/0 
for some invertible matrices u, r and arbitrary 771 , 772 • 
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Consider the case when 
( 
0 0 0) 
/O = 0 0 I 
0 0 0 
(i.e. a direct sum of 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 Jordan cells with eigenvalue 0). Then /l and 12 
can be transformed to: 
( 
/11 ) 
/1 ~ 0 , /2 ~ ( /21, /22, 0). 
/12 
The permissible transformations for /ij will be: 
/11 ~ 0"1/11T-l + 6/12; 
/12 ~ -1 <72/12r ; 
/21 ~ T/21<7}1 + /226; 
/22 ~ -1 T/22<72 · 
Therefore, the quadruple { /ij} is indeed a "representation of two pairs of chains 
(Ei, Ft) and (E2, F2) with the relation ,...,," in the sense of [Bo] where E1 = {x2 < 
xi}, Fl = {zi}, E2 = {z2}, F1 = {y2 < yi} with x; ,..._, Yi (i = 1, 2) and z1 ,..._, z2. 
Again it follows from the !ist of representations given in [Bo] that D and hence /\. is 
of infinite growth. 
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6 The Overring Condition 
To prove the necessity of the condition of theorem 1, we shall introduce a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a singularity A to be of tarne type. These conditions apply 
to some overrings of A close to its normalization Ä and are quite useful for checking 
tameness. 
We introduce some notations which will be used through the remainder of the 
paper. Let r be an overring of A and r /fm = At X ... X Am with local algebras 
Ai of dimensions d1 , ••• , dm. Denote d(f) = [d1 , ••• , dm], the multiplicity vector 
of A with respect to f, and d(f) = d1 + ... +dm, the {total) multiplicity. We 
always arrange di such that d1 :S ... :S dm. Certainly, d(f) is the minimal number 
of generators of r considered as A-module and d(Ä) is the usual multiplicity of the 
singularity A. 
Suppose that Ä = fl:=t L\; with L\; = K((ti]] and that e; is the idempotent of Ä 
for which L\; = eiÄ. Let t == (t 1 , ••• , t 3 ) and (} E Ä such element that Äm = OÄ . Of 
course, we may (and we shall) suppose that (} E m. Put A' = tÄ + A (the weak nor-
malization of A or its biggest local overring), A" = OtÄ + A and Ai = A' + /( ei. Call 
an idempotent e; admissible provided e;m C m+OtÄ. Note that OÄ = (tr 1 , ••• , t~·)Ä 
where d(Ä) = [d1, ... , d3 ]. 
Geometrically, A' is local and is the transverse union of s smooth branches (i.e. 
glued together at one point with independent tangent directions), Ai is semilocal, 
obtained from A' by separating the i'th branch. A" is a kind of biggest local overring 
of A such that A and A" have the same embedding dimension and multiplicity vector 
with respect to Ä. 
Now we are able to state our overring conditions. 
~heorem 3 Let A be a curve singularity of infinite C MT. The following conditions 
are necessary and sufficient for A to be of tame C MT: 
(01) d(Ä) :S 4 andd(Ä) rt {(4),(1,3),[3]}, 
( 02) d( A') :S 3 and 4( Ai) -::j:. [1, 3) for any admissible idempotent e;, 
(03) if d(Ä) = 3, then d(A") ~ 2. 
Remark 6.1 As we shall see, the condition fl(Ai) -::j:. [1, 3) is satisfied for any idem-
potent ei provided A is of tarne C MT. The point is that one has to check it only 
for admissible idempotents. Of course, in this case it means that if d( A') = 3, then 
L\;m -::j:. tiL\i. 
Recall first the criterion for A tobe of finite C MT as given in (DR) (cf. also (GK]): 
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Proposition 6.2 A is of finite C MT if and only if d(Ä) ~ 3 and d(OÄ + A) ~ 2. 
We shall use also the next simple fact proved in [Dr 2]: 
Proposition 6.3 d(Ä) is an upper boundfor the number of generators of all A-ideals. 
In particular, d(r) ~ d( Ä) for any overring r. 
From theorem 3 we obtain: 
Corollary 6.4 lf A is an integral domain (i. e. has only one branch), then it is either 
of finite or of wild C MT. 
To prove both theorems 1 and 3, we shall show that the tameness implies condi-
tions (01 - 03) and then check that any ring satisfying these conditions dominates 
some Tp,q. 
In view of corollary 4.4, that will do. 
First of all, we prove the following main lemma. 
Lemma 6.5 Suppose that r is an overring of A with either d(f) ~ 5 or .4(f) = [4] 
or d{f) = [1, 3]. Then A is of wild C MT. 
Proof: Note that d{f) does not change if we replace A by rm + A. Therefore, we 
may later on suppose that fm = m. Denote A = r /m. 
lf d(f) ~ 5, an easy count of parameters shows that par(A, r) grows quadratically 
with r (cf. [Dr 1]), so Ais of wild GMT. Let !f(f)q = [4], i.e. Ais a local 4-dimensional 
algebra. We shall construct a strict family F of generating subspaces in CI with base 
B = K(x,y). There are the following possibilities for A: 
_ (i) A = K[a],a4 = 0: 
(ii) A = K[a, b], ab= 0, a2 = b2 ; 
(iii) A = K[a, b], ab= b2 = 0, a3 = O; 
F will always be of the form (nA, W) for some n and some WC n(B ® A). In all 
cases W contains the standard basis vectors ~i (i = 1, ... , n), so we shall write down 
only the matrix E whose columns are the extra generators of W as B-rnodule. Here 
is the list of E' s for all cases: 
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a 0 a2 0 
0 a 0 a2 
(i) n = 5, E= a2 0 0 a3 
0 a2 a3x a3y 
a3 0 0 0 
( ii) and ( iii) n = 3, E= ( b: a~by} 
a2 
( iv) n = 1, E= ( llt xa2 ya3 ) . 
The proof of strictness is quite similar in all cases and involves only some routine 
but tedious calculations. So we shall include it only for the case (ii) (middle as for 
complexity). 
lf L is an m-dimensional B-module, then L ®B W is the subspace in L ® nA '.'.::::'. 
nmA generated by all possible ei ( i = 1, ... , mn) and the columns of the matrix 
E(L) obtained from E by replacing x and y by the matrices X and Y defining the 
multiplication by, x and y in L. Of course, all units have to be replaced by unit 
matrices. So, in the case (ii) E(L) will be: 
( 
al 
E(L) = bX 
a2/ 
bl ) 
al 6 bY . 
An isomorphism of :F( L) onto :F( L') is an automorphism c.p of nmA such that 
c.p(L ®B W) = L' ®B W. Consider c.p as nm x nm matrix with coefficients in A. As 
both L®B Wand L'®B W contain all ei, the columns of this matrix belong to L'®B W. 
Moreover, as all elements of E( L) lie in rad A, the columns of E( L) are linear inde-
pendent with ei. Hence, c.p(L®B W) = L'®B W means that c.pE(L) = E(L')u for some 
invertible matrix er (with coefficients in K). As a3 = ba2 = 0, we may omit in c.p all 
parts containing a 2 as a multiple. Write c.p as n x,n block matrix: c.p = (aii+ßiia+/iib) 
where i,j = 1, ... , n and O'.ij, ßij, /ij are m x m matrices with entries from K. Write 
also CT as k x k block matrix ( CTij) where k is the number of columns in E and CTij are 
m x m matrices. 
Consider, for the case (ii), the place (23) in the rnatrices c.pE(L) = E(L')u. Then 
we have: 
whence cr12 = 032 = 031 = 0. The place (13) gives then o 33a 2 = cr11a 2 , i.e. 0 33 = cr11 . 
Frorn now on we need only equalities modulo a 2 • 
The place (12) gives now: 
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~ 
Then the place ( 11) gives: 
Now the place (21) gives: 
a21a + a22Xb = X'a11b, i.e. a22X = X'a11, 021 = 0. 
At last the place (22) gives: 
a22a + a22Yb = a22a + Y'a22b, i.e. a 22 Y = Y'a22 and a 22 = a 22 . 
Therefore, 011 = 022 = 033 = a 11 = a22 = a is an invertible matrix and X' = 
a X a-1 , Y' = aY a- 1 , i.e. L :::: L' as B-modules. The same calculation applied to an 
endomorphism t/; of :F( L) shows that modulo radical 
( 
€ 0 ~) 
t/;= 0 € T/ 
0 0 € 
where t: is an endomorphism of L. lf t/; 2 = t/;, then t: 2 = t:. lf L is indecomposable, 
we have either t: = 0 or t: = 1, whence either t/; = 0 or t/; = 1, i.e. :F(L) is also 
indecomposable. Hence :F is strict. 
Quite analogous calculations prove the case i(A) = [1, 3], i.e. A = Ai x A2 with 
Ai = K and A2 a 3-dimensional local algebra. There are two possibilities: 
(v) A2 = K[a], a 2 = O; 
(vi) A2 = K[ai, a2], aiai = 0 for any i,j. 
Here are strict families :F = (X, W) of generating subspaces over B = K (x, y) 
given by X and a matrix E whose columns generate W as B-submodule in B 0 X: 
(v) X= 6Ai EB 5A2, 
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
E= 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 a2 a 0 
0 1 0 0 0 a2x a2y 0 a 
0 0 1 0 0 a2 0 a2 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 a2 0 a2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 a2 0 
( vi) X = 3A1 EB 4A2, 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
E= 1 0 0 0 0 a1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 a1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 a2 
0 0 0 1 a2 a2x a2y 
(the upper ,block corresponds to the A1-part and the lower one to the Arpart of 
generators for W). We omit the check-up of strictness. 
Certainly, lemma 6.4 implies conditions (01) and (02) of theorem 3 except g(A) i= 
[3]. Note that A'4 is local, so d(A') = 4 implies g(A') = (4]. But the remaining case 
is, probably, the most cumbersome. 
Lemma 6.6 /f g(A) = [3], then A is either of finite or of wild GMT. 
Proof: In this case A is a subring of A = K[[t]] containing t3 but neither t nor t 2. 
If A contains t 4 or t 5 , then d(mÄ + A) = 2 and Ais of finite GMT (these are the 
singularities of type E6 and E8 ). So we have only to prove that the ring A + t6 A is 
of wild GMT. Thus, we may suppose that A = t6 A + Kl + Kt3 • Then {1 E Fl1m C 
m} = r = t 3 A + Kl. Consider the A-submodule U c 2A generated by the elements 
We have to determine ~ = End U. As Ü UÄ 2Ä, ~ is the subring in 
M at2( Ä) consisting of all matrices ß such that ßui E U ( i = 1, 2, 3). lt is easy to 
check that U J t3Ü, so~ J t3 Mat 2(A). If ßui EU (i = 1, 2), then the columns of ß 
lie in U, i.e. ß modulo t 3 is of the shape: 
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for some <i, 1/i E I<. But ßu3 E U gives then: 
6 =0, 6 = T/I and 6 = -TJ2· 
Hence, ß is of the shape: 
T/ + (t ) 
< + (t2 . 
In particular, ß = <I(modt), whence ß is local and U is indecomposable. 
Following the method of §2, consider the vector space category C = CI and 
even its full subcategory consisting of all direct sums nA EB mH for A = r /m 
and H = U /Um. Here A is a 3-dimensional algebra with basis {l, ai, a2} where 
aI = t4 +m, a2 = t 5 +m and His a 6-dimensional A-module with basis { hili = 1, ... , 6} 
where hI = uI +Um, h2 +Um, h3 = u3 +Um, h4 = t4u 1 +Um, h5 = t5 uI +Um = 
-t4u2 +Um, and h6 = t5u2 +Um. Moreover, aiaj = 0 in A for any i,j and in H we 
have: 
h1a1 = h4, hia2 = hs, h2aI = -hs, h2a2 = h6, h3aI = h6, h3a2 = 0 and 
hiai = 0 for i ~ 4 and any j. 
Of course, we may identify C(A, A) with A and C(A, H) with H. Besides, 
C(H, H) = ß/ I where I = {ß E ßlß(H) C Hm}. Therefore, it consists of ele-
ments bI, b2 such that 
and dii (i = l,2,3;j = 4,5,6) such that dii(hi) = hj, dii(hk) = 0 if k # j plus the 
identity. 
Now we have to calculate C(H,A) = Homr(U,f)/Homr(U,m). A homomor-
phism r.p : u --+ r is given by a pair ('PI' <.p2) of elements of F. Moreover' 
cp(h1) = <p2 and cp(h2) = CfJI have to be}ong to f whence they are of the shape 
r.p = (6 + 6t3 + 6t4 + ... , 771+7J2l3 +773t4 + ... ). The condition r.p(h3) Er gives also 
6 = T/t = 0. Thus C(H, A) has a basis consisting of elements Cii (i = 1, 2, 3;j = 1, 2) 
such that Cij(hi) = ai an'd Cii(hk) = 0 if k # j. 
Knowing all morphisms, we are able to construct a strict family of generating sub-
spaces in X= 4A EB 2H over the base B = I<(x, y}. The B-submodule WC B ®X 
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defining this family is generated by the staqdard basis vectors ~1 , ... , ~ of 4A, all 
h&j for i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2 in 2H and the columns of the following matrix 
0 0 a1 a2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 a1 a2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 a2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 a2 
h4 0 0 hs + xh6 0 yh6 0 0 h6 
0 h4 0 h6 0 hs 0 0 0 
Here the upper part corresponds to the direct summand 4A whilst the lower one cor-
responds to 2H. 
Again we omit the checking of wildness as it is nothing more than routine calcu-
lation, since we know all morphisms of C. 
The last step in proving the necessity of conditions (01 - 03) is the easiest one. 
In view of proposition 6.1, it remains to prove: 
Lemma 6.7 IJ d(A') = d(A") = 3, then A is of wild GMT. 
Proof: First of all note that radA' = tA and A' = tÄ. + I<l is local. A'm = 
tOÄ. + m and dim(tÄ/tOÄ) = dim(Ä/OÄ) = d(Ä.) = 3 (cf. proposition 6.2). Hence, 
dim(tOÄ + m/tOÄ.) = 1, i.e. A'm = OtÄ. + I<O. Then A" = OtÄ. + /{(} + I<l, radA" = 
OtÄ. + /{(} = A'm and A"m = 02 {). + m. Again dim(OtÄ/02tÄ) = 3 implies that 
A"m = 02 tÄ. + /{(} + /((} 2 , whence (radA")2 C A"m. 
Of course, without changing d(A') and d(A"), we can replate A by A"m + A, 
thus we shall suppose that A"m = m. Now we are able to apply proposition 2.1 to 
r = A". Then A = r /m is a 3-dimensional local algebra with (radA) 2 = 0, so it has 
a basis { 1, a1, a 2} with aiaj = 0 for any i, j. Put A' = A' / A'm which is also local 
3,_dimensional. Moreover, for any homomorphism i.p : r ---+ A' we have i.p( radf) c 
A'radf = A'm, so the induced mapping A ---+ A' maps a1 and a 2 to 0. On the other 
hand, put I = { t/J E H omr(A', f)lt/J(radA') c mf}. Then I ::> OtA. Certainly, 
Homr(A',f) = A'm, thus dimHomr(A',f)// ~ 1. As radA' is 2-dimensional, we can 
choose its basis { l', bi, b2} in such way that ß(b2 ) = 0 for any ß E C(A', A). Now a 
strict family of generating submodules in X = A' EB 2A with base B = /( (x, y) can 
be defined by the B-submodule WC B ®X generated by the standard basic vectors 
~1 , ~2 from 2A, elements 1' and b1 from A' and the columns of the matrix: 
Here the checking of strictness is quite easy and, of course, we again omit it. 
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7 End of the Proof 
To accomplish the proof of theorems 1 and 2 we have to show, for a singularity A of 
infinite C MT, that: 
- if A satisfies conditions (01 - 03) of theorem 3, then it dominates some Tp,q; 
- if, moreover, A dominates neither T4,4 nor T3 ,6 , then it is of infinite growth. 
Recall the parametrization of Tp ,q· As for Pp,q, it depends on the parity of p and 
q. Namely: 
- if p and q are both odd, then Tp,q is isomorphic to the subalgebra of K[[t]]2 
generated by the elements (t2 , tP- 2 ) and (tq- 2 , t 2 ); 
- if p is odd and q is even, then Tp,q is isomorphic to the subalgebra of K[[t]J3 
generated by (t, t , tP- 2 ) and (0, t912 - 1 , t 2 ) if (p, q) -f:. (3, 6), and by (t, t, t) and 
(0,t2 ,,\t 2 ) with ,\ fi {0,1} if (p,q) = (3,6); 
- if both p and q are even, Tp,q is isomorphic to the subalgebra of K[[t]] 4 gener-
ated by (t,t,tP/ 2- 1 ,0) and (tq/ 2 - 1 ,0,t,t) if (p,q) -f:. (4,4), and by (t,0,t,t) and 
(O,t,t,,\t) with ,\ fi {O, l} if (p,q) = (4,4). 
(In the cases of T3,6 and T4 ,4 different values of ,\ really lead to non-isomorphic rings.) 
We keep the notation of the preceding paragraph. From now on we suppose that 
Ais of infinite C MT and satisfies (01 - 03). Then 2:::; s:::; 4 as s :::; d(A) and the 
case s = 1 is excluded by ( 01) together with propositions 6.1 and 6.2. 
Consider first the case s = 4. Then 4.(A) = (1, 1, 1, 1], hence () = t. As 
d(A') = dim(tA + A/OtÄ. + m) :::; 3 and dim(A' /OtÄ) = 5 in this case, m has to 
contain at least two elements linear independent modulo t 2 A. Of course, if there are 
four of them, then A = tÄ. + Kl dominates all T4 ,4 • Let there be three such elements. 
Changing ti, if necessary, and the numbering of branches, we may suppose these three 
elements to be ( t 1 , 0, 0, at4), (0, t 2 , 0, bt4 ), (0, 0, t3, t 4) for some a, b E f 4· Note that 
we must have uniformizing elements at all positions as Äm = tA. If either a(O) -=/=- 0 
or b(O) -=/=- 0, one can easily check that A dominates some T4 ,4 • If both a(O) = 0 and 
b(O) = 0, then A contains elements (ti, t2 , 0, t~-l) and (0, 0, t3, t4) for some m 2:: 4 
and hence (0, t;-1, t3, t4) since A :) tn-l A for sufliciently large n. Thus, it dominates 
T2m,2n. Moreover, in the last case A" = A + t2A is the minimal overring P~4 of the 
singularity P24 • By propositions 2.3 and 3.1, P~4 and hence A are of infinite growth. 
If m contains only two elements, linear independent·modulo t 2 Ä, we may suppose 
them to be ( ti, 0, at3, t4) and (0, t2, bt3, ct4) for some a, b E f 3 and c E f 4 such that 
either a(O) -=/=- 0 or b(O) -=/=- 0. Moreover, we claim that also either b(O) -=/=- 0 or c(O) -f:. 0: 
otherwise 4.(A~) = (3, 1] in contradiction with (02). If c(O) = 0, the second element 
can be taken as (0, t 2 , t 3 , 0) and permuting the branches into the order 1, 4, 2, 3, we 
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see that A dominates some Tp,q with (p,q) # (4,4). Note that in this case it is again 
a subring of P~4 , and therefore of infinite growth. The cases b(O) = 0 (hence a(O) f. 0 
and c(O) -:J 0 or a(O)c(O) = b(O) are the same. Finally, if a(O)c(O) # b(O) and all of 
them are non-zero, one can easily check that A dominates one of the singularities T4,4· 
Let now s = 3. There are two possibilities for fi(Ä), namely, [1, 1, 1] and 
[1, 1, 2]. lf .4(A) = [1, 1, 1], then again 0 = t. By propositions 6.1 and 6.2, 
d(A') = dim(A' /t 2 Ä + m) = 3 whence dim(tÄ/t2 Ä + m) = 2, i.e. m contains only 
one element of tÄ/t 2 Ä. Of course, we may suppose that it is t. On the other hand, 
as d(Ä) = 3, (03) implies that d(A") ~ 2, whence m contains at least two elements 
of t 2 Ä linear independent modulo t3 Ä. lf there are three of them, then A J t 2 Ä 
and dominates all T3 ,6 • So we may suppose that there are exactly two of them: t 2 
and (0, at~, btn for some a E f 2, b E f 3 and, say, b(O) # 0. lf also a(O) =/: 0 and 
a(O) # b(O), then A dominates one of the singularities T3 ,6 • Let a(O) = 0 (a(O) = b(O) 
can be obviously reduced to this one). Theo A contains an element (0, tm- 1 , t 2 ) for 
some m ~ 4 and hence dominates T3 ,2m. Moreover, in this case its overring A + t 3 Ä 
coincides with the singularity f>34 considered in §5. But f>34 is of infinite growth by 
proposition 5.2, hence so is also A. 
If fi(Ä) = [l, 1, 2], then 0 = (t 1 , t2 , tn. Again (02) implies that dim(tÄ/OtÄ+m) ~ 
2 i.e. m contains at least two elements linear independent modulo OtÄ. lf there are 
three of them, then it is easy to see that A contains the elements ( t, t, tP-2 ) for some 
odd p ~ 5 and (0, tm- 1 , t 2 ) for some m ~ 3, hence, dominates Tp,qm· Moreover, again 
A is a subring of P~.3 , and therefore of infinite growth. 
Suppose now that m contains exactly two elements linear independent modulo 
- 2 OtA. They can be chosen as ( ati, 0, t5) and ( bti, t2 , et~- ) for some odd p ~ 5 and 
c(O) # 0 (again we use the inclusion A J tnÄ). If b(O) # 0, then A dominates Tp,q for 
some even q and again is of infinite growth as a subring of P~3 • Otherwise, one can 
check that fi(A~) = (1, 3] in contradiction with (02). 
· Consider finally the case s = 2. As the calculations are quite similar to those for 
s = 3, we only sketch them here. Again there are two possibilities for fi(Ä), namely, 
[1, 2] and [2, 2]. Let first fi(Ä) = [1, 2]. Then () = (ti, tD and d(A') = 3 whence 
dim(tÄ/OtÄ + m) = 2, i.e. () is the only element lying in m \ OtÄ. On the other 
hand, condition ( 03) implies that m contains at least two elements of OtÄ, linear 
independent modulo 02 t'Ä. lf there are three of them, then A J OtÄ and A dominates 
the ring A generated by (t 1 ,t~) and (t~,t~). But Ais of finite GMT by proposition 
5.1 (indeed it is the simple plane curve singularity of type E7 ) which is impossible. 
Thus A contains exactly two such elements, namely () and ( at2 , bt3 ) with a(O) =/: 0 or 
b(O) f 0. But b(O) f 0 again implies that Ais of finite GMT (of type E 7 ). Therefore, 
b(O) = 0, a(O) -=f:. 0 and hence A dominates T3 ,q for some odd q ~ 7. Moreover, A 
has an overring A + 02 Ä wh.ich coincides with the singularity P33 . As the latter is of 
infinite growth by proposition 5.1, A is also of infinite growth. 
24 
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Now Jet d._Ä = [2, 2]. Theo(}= (ti, t~). Condition (02) implies that m contains two 
linear independent elements modulo (}tÄ. But dim((}Ä/(}tÄ) = 2, hence A contains 
both (t 2 ,tP-2 ) and (tq-2 ,t 2 ) for some odd p,q ~ 5. Therefore, /\. dominates Tp,q and 
is a subring of P~3 , thus is of tarne C MT and of infinite growth. 
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